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PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS ON THE DEVIATIONS FROM THE EQUIUBRIUM STATE IN BURNT FUME GASES
Tj. Hollander
Department of Physics, Univei'sity of California
Santa Barbara, California
Abstract
Photometric investigations are reported in laminar, preaixed shielded flames above the reaction
zone, burning at atmospheric pressure. In these
CO/Ng/Og -, CpHg/Np/Op - and H^/O /N, - flames
metal y&por via introduced. Flame temperatures
ranged frcn 2000 to 2500 K, rise-velocities from
') to 15 A/sec. The question is discussed as to
what extent thermodynamic equilibrium does exist in
! certain parts of) the flame. The meaning of
local) flame temperature and its relation to calculated adiabatic temperature and excitation temperature is considered. Complications due to
suprathenanl chemilisainescence and radiative njncquilibriun effects are discussed. Recombination
of excess radicals causes an initial rise in temperature with height and leads to supratherm&l
cheniluiiunäscence of metal lines and to continuous
baci^round radiation. Radiative non-equilibrium
JUUSOJ undorpopulation of excited metal states and
cm be studied by excitation temperature measurements. From departures from aetal-ionization
equl^ibrim conclusions are dravn about the lonization mechanism, effective cross-sections and
relaxation times. Cheml-ionization is also dealt
with. The negligible influence of excess 0-radicals in CO flames on the dissoclati'e equilibrium
makes posslb.i- to exclude particular dissociation
reactions, r'roni the measured equilibrium populitlon of the visible aLKaiine-earth bands mo?ecular excitation energies were derived and conclusions about the kind of emitters were drawn.
I.

Introduction

a.

Object of our Study
In this paper some deviations from the equilibrium state are discussed as they occur in the
burnt gases of laminar, premixed shielded flames
at atmospheric pressure. We confine ourselves here
to the region above the primary reaction zone.
Since these flames are produced on Meker-type
burners the primary reaction zone consists of a
large number of cones (in some regular array) a
few mm in height.
The flames studied are C0/02, N', Hg, 0 /N^ and
C-H-, 0p, N„ flames (sometimes Af is used instead of
KC is i dfluent) with ten5>eratures from 2000 «o
2500 K and with rise-velocities of 5 to 15 m , sec.
In the central part of these flames metal v&por is
introduced by means of a liquid sprayer or by
evaporating dry pure salts. The central flame part
is mostly shielded by a burning mantle flame of the
same gas composition, sometimes a sheath of flowing
cold nitrogen is applied. Both sheaths prevent
infusion from the environment and promote homogeneity over the flaws cross-section.
The subjects discussed here form part of the
program of the Flame Research Group of the State
University of Utrecht/1"-8'
b.

EquillbriuB
Before discussing deviations from the equilibria state we first define general thermo<?/nanic

equilibrium as follows: A volume of gas is cald to
be in thermodynamic equilibrium at the temperature
T, when this temperature suffices to de8crlbev9»19)
(1) the radiation density In the volume (according to Planck's radiation formula)
(ll) the distribution of energy in the internal
and external degrees of freedom of the gas
(according to the Maxwell-BoltTmann formula)
(ill) the degrees of ionization and dissociation
(according to Saha's formula and the law of
chemical equilibria).
Only if these requirements are fulfilled has the
temperature T a unique meaning.
In order to answer the question of equllibrlun
experimentally many investigators have determined
the ''temperatures" that correspoad to different
aspects of the flame, e.g., the velocity distrubution of the particles and the population ratio of
the various energy levels of the particles. The
better these temperatures coincide, the better the
state of equilibrium, and the more physical meaning
the "temperature" of the flame possesses. To avoid
confusion the temperatures are named after the
special processes to which they apply, e.g., translational tenperature, excitation temperature, etc.
These temperatures appear to coincide gradually In
the sequence: translatlonal, rotational, electronic,
vibrational, dissociation and ionization tsmperatura
T.e radiation temperature forms an exception (cf,
Sec. TV)
Let us see to what extent gcnerbl thermodynamic
equ.4 v ibriisr, d^es exist in our flames. The attainment of equilibrium within art)' enclosed system
requires time. It cannot be expected a priori that
in • flame the establishment of equilibrium Is
sufficiently rapid to give no considerable deviations in ar.y part of the flame (2»o). In the firs*
reaction zone considerable deviations from equilibrium do exist, since here the chemical energy suddenly released by oxidation of the fuel gases is not
yet equipartltloned amonc -he various degrees of
freedom. But also in ",he flame body two kinds of
deviations from general thermodynamic equilibrium
have to be considered.
(i) generally the temperature is locally different throughout the flame body
(11) at a given locus In the flame the various
forms of energy may not be equilibrated among
one another
Ad (i): even in the body of premixed, laminar flames
differences in temperature may be expected. The
combustion reaction causes a rapid rise of the
flame temperature and nearly this whole rise takes
place in the (relatively thin) reaction zone. The
concentrations of the major stable flame species,
such as C02, HO, N , etc., when lecving the reaction zone are Hot mftch different from their equll.brium values. But the radicals leave this zone
with concentrations exceeding markedly their equilibrium values. Above the reaction zone these
radicals recomblne slowly to stable molecules and
consequently the flame gas mixture approaches
gradually to a compiete chemical equllibrlun state.

* On leave from the Physics Laboratory, State University, Utrecht, The Netherlands
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Because of the energy released in the radical recombinations the temperature is further enhanced.
On the other hand radiative losses and heat losses
to the burner are also present. The two effects
combined cause the flame temperature to reach a
maxisnum as a function of rise-tine and to decrease
afterwards. One cannot speak of general thermodynaraic equiUbrium, since thcr? is a net transport of heat, radiation and mass through the flame.
If the rate of transport is slow compared to the
rate at which the energy is equlpartiticned over
its different degrees of freedora, at a g'ven locus,
we still may speak of a local equilibritan characterized by a local temperature.
It should be noted that the radical concentrations may approach closely their equilibrium
values in the region downstream the maxiansn of
temperature, but a full couilibriua state is never
reached. For the equilibrum values themselves
shift continuously with Increasing height because
of varying temperature, so that there is always a
lag behind the local equilibrium state du to relaxation effects.
Ad (ll]b In the discussion as to what extent the
energy is equilibrated at a given locus in the
flame, one must taJ"* into account the fact that
the flame gases have rise-velocities ranging from
5 to 19 m/sec. The energy released in the reaction zone must be redistributed after subsequent
collisions among the flame components. Establishment of themodynamic equilibrium requires that
the particles have suffered a sufficient number of
collisions with each other and this takes time. In
flames at atmospheric press-ire a flame molecule
makes about ICP - 10' collisions per msec with
the surrounding moleculesl2»"»20'. The flame gases
cover a distance of 3-15 nu from the reaction zone
upwards within 1 msec.
To what extent will
equilibrium be attained within this time-interval?
The equilibration of the translatlonal and rotational degrees of .freedom Is practically iaiBedlately estabUshedl2.6.9.20)# «n^ equlpartition
over the vibrational degrees of freedom proceeds
■ore slowlyI20-2?), A serious lag in this equlpartition is not to be expected in our flames(2),
neither with the higher nor with the lower vlbrational levels(23). One may ask whether deviations
from molecular dissociation oquilibriun would occur
As we will discuss below (of. Sec. II) the theoretical and calculated flaae temperature agree very
well. This Justifies the assumption that the majority of tho flaae molecules.are present in equllibrlun contentratlotts^2»''2"'.
Concerning the equilibrium Ionisation in normally burning, non-sooting, metal-free flaae« we may
refer to the many publications dealing with excess
ionic and electronic species found in and above the
reaction zcnev20»2^>25,26). xhese excess charged
species are probably formed in the reaction tone of
hydrocarbon containing flames and they rucoabine
beyond this zone. In pur« CO and fU flames no
electrons or ions could be detected (6.25). Deviations from the metal ionization equilibria will
be discussed In Sec. V.
Since a flame la not a black-body (It lacks walls
at equal temperat vre with the flame gases), radiative equilibrium cannot exist. The radiation
emitted by the flame gases Is not compeniated for
by absorption of an equal amount of radiation from
the surroundings. This outward radiation leak
leads to a (sometimes measurable) effect of depopulation of the higher energy levels of the particles with respect to their lower levels. Only
for strong resonance lines i A the center of thci-e

lines) may we expect (hat radiation equilibrium
exists, at least in the Interior part of the flame
The underpopulation of the excited levels thus depends on the metal concentration in the flame. The
flame temperature derived from line-reversal measurements ( = excitation terperaturt) will conse?uently be lower than the translation ttmperature
cf. Sec. II). Noticeable effects will only occur
at low metal concentrations when the diluent gas is
monatomicl2»^1") (cf. Sec. IV).
Fron the survey given, it follows that in the
flame no general themodynamic equilibrium exists.
We will therefore use the term "thermal equilibrium" for the state of the gases in which the distribution of the velocity of the particles and the
population of their energy levels can be described
by a single val"" ^f T- In the major part ." „or
flames such a thermal equilibrium state is attained
fairly closely (See below).
II.

The Flame "Teaperaturt''

Although there is no reason a priori to prefer
one temperature to another, the translational
temperature, deduced from Maxwell's formula for the
velocity distribution of the particles, is often
considered the most true temperature from which the
others may deviate. 'The reasons are that tl.e kinetic energy is very soon equlpartltioned (See
above) and that there is only one translational
temperature'?)(as opposed to the various excitation
temperatures). In the following what we mean with
"temperature" of the flame is the translational
temperature.
From the enthalpy of the initial gases and the
reaction products, and from the specific heat cf
the latter together with the equilibrium constants
of the dissociation equilibria, the adlabatlc temperature of the burnt gases can be calculatedv9»27J
The necessary constants are provided by chemical
tables. The calculated flame temperature should
equal the measured temperature of the flaue, provided that equlllbriui prevails in (that part of)
the flame and that one correct, for energy losses!?)
Many methods are available for measuring the
flame teaperature. Yet the method of "line-reversal" which determines essentially the excitation
temperature has to be preferred(9>19). The choice
of thli? measuring method is based upon avoiding of
two sources of systematic errorW.
(I) The flame "temperature" should approach as
close as possible the trans lational te^Mrature, which Is certainly well established. So
one prefers the measurement of a teeperature"
that Is fast In equilibrating with the transla tional temperature.
(II) The method of measurement itself may introduce
errors» doe to self-absorption, insufficient
resolving power of the dispersing system, nonlinearity of the detection device or errors of
calibration.
As is discussed In detail by Snellemant9.19),
the method of line-reversal seems to meet the demands and this method is chosen for the measurement
of flame temperature.
Since the application of this method essentially
require» thrt the population of higher and lower
level of the atomic line involved agree with the
Maxwell-Boltzmann formula, cas^licatlons may occur
due to two processes:
(1) Chemical non-cqullibriun, i.e. supra-thermal
chemiluainescence, which effect causes an
overpopulation of the i^per level of the line,

v

may in some cases iead tu a too high measured
excitation temperature (cf. Uec. III),
(ii) The radiative non-equilibrium (See the above)
may result into an underpopulation of the excited metal states. When the yield-factor for
resonance fluorescence (defined as the fractional possibility that an excited atc.n looses
Its energy by photon-emission) is relatively
high, large differences between translational
and excitation temperature may be found
(cf. Sec. IV). Then the excitation temperature is found too low compared with the translational temperature.
Some other possible errors occurring in using
the line-reversal method are: excitation lag (can
be neglected in our flames) and self-reversal (can
b'5 avoiilml by uslnp shl^M^d flws)
Sneileman in our laboratory, using a photo-eiectric line-reversal method, obtained with his apparatus an accuracy of * 1 K and a reproducibllity of
the temperature in his flame of d 2 K. He reported
the following results for the reversal temperature
of various spectral lines (in the same flame)'9).

TABU: 1. HEVER3AL TEMPERATURES
OF VAÄIOUS SPECTRAL LINES
Element

Lithiun
Sodium
Potassium
Rubidium

Wavelength(ii)

6706
5Ö90
7665
79UÖ

Radiation Temp,
of Strip Lanp(TO
2432
^35
2U36
21*36

±
±
±
±

2
1
1
1

The nunber of 1 nes use'' and the temperature
measured are a str jng indication that thermal equilibrium prevails in the flame witnin 2 , at least
up to excitation energies of about 2 eV. (The corrections for the effect of radiation eau may be
neglected under the experimental conditions used
ho re).
Tho flame temperature can also be calculated
under assumption of an equilibrium gtate, when one
knows the heats of formation at 298 K of the initial components, the heats of fgrmation at 298 K
and the specific heats from 296 K to the name temperature of the final components, and the constants
of the dissociative equilibria occurring in tho
burnt mixture. Since these calculations are laborious a digital computer was i.sed\19»27). it
should be remarked that with the same programs the
equilibrium compos, tion of the burnt gases at each
locus in the flame cam be calculated from the
supply of unburnt gases and the (measured) local
flame temperature.
In the next figure a comparison is shown of
measured (reversal) and calculated (adiabatic) temperature in an acetylene - air flame.
One sees that the agreement between calculated
and measured temperature is very good, a nice conflraation for the correctness of calculation and
measuring methods and for the existence of thermal
equilibrium in our flames.

3
4
cm above the burner
FIGURE 1. A composite graph of the various steps in
the comparison of measured and calculated temperatures. Corrections: a: radiation loss between
burner top and height of meesureraent. b: incomplete
equilibration of the gases, c: difference between
gas and measured excitation temperature, d: effect
cf room temperature on flame temperature, e: n^t
heat loss to the burner (conduction and radiation,
minus heat restored to the flame), f: cooling effect of water sprayed into the flame. The remaining
discrepancy (^) may be ascribed to the difference
between the temperature scales; i.e. Thermodynamic
Temperature Scale and International Practical Temperature Scale (Courtesy of Dr. W. Sneileman).
III. Chemical Non-Equilibrium Due To
Slow Recombination of Excess Radicals
As stated above in the reaction zone H, OH and 0radicals are formed in excess over their equilibrium
values'^120,29). so the burnt gas mixture above
the cones is not in chemical equilibrium, but it
will approach gradually to equilibrium with increasing rise-time. Although cheuical equilibrium does
not exist, there occur fast binary ret."♦ions as a
result of which the radical concentrations are related to the concentrations of some of the molecular
species in the same way as under equilibrium conditions(^9). These fast reactions will be referred to
as partial equilibria". They cause no decrease of
the total radical concentration'^9). 30 equilibrium
can only be established by radical recombination
reactions, which (mostly) include slow ternary
reoction steps.
Bulewicz, Jajes and Sugden have given a theoretical treatment of the way in which radical recombination occur, especially in oxygen-lean Hp/0 /Npl^"'.
Zeegers in our laboratory has made a more general
approach and has extended thiu treatment to CO - and
C2h2 - flames with different gas composition^12»1^).
He took also into account: decay of O-radicals
t rough the reactions CO ♦ 0 - C0o and 0 + 0-0-;
vn-iation of the concentrations or fU, 0- and CO by
radical recombination and the production of radicals
by thermal dissociation of H-, H„0, C0? and Op and
the effect ^f varying temperature upon the rale of
the dissod'.cion react!«, is and upon the bulk flame
gas composition.
The following recombination reactions ore
considered;

H + H ♦ M 4S» Ji, t M
H * OH + M fef

"2°

CO + 0

CO.
2

(I)

du)

3

H
M

V02

Q

(IV)

(M is third body necessary to carry off the reaction energy released).
The following partial equilibria are estaoiished
in our flames for 99^ within 10"^ to 10-° sec, so
that one may conclude that these relations are
valid in any place in the flame, although the ratio
of actual concentration over equilibrium concentration of a flame constituent may vary with height.

h

+ 0H±*H * H20

(V)

»2

+

0^=»H + OH

(VI)

♦H*»0♦ OH

(VII)

0
?

CO + 0Ht*l

CO

From Eq.(ai) we derive

(VIII)

V-

(with equilibrium constants X
It is possible to measure directly [H] and [OH]
as a function of riae-tiee by malting use of photometric measurements(^»i5). For [OJ this is nor
easily possible.
a.

Derivation of [o] from the Initial Temperature
Increase
In (dry) CO-flames two recombination reactions
may be responsible for the initial rise of flame
temperature, namely reactions (III) and (IV). As
is proved in detail by Zeegera in our flaues reaction (III) is the predominant one(15).
If the temperature rise is not effected by heat
losses, the temperature T. as a function of risetime, t, will reach asymptotically and monotonously
a final value, T , while [o]. approaches with increasing t its equilibrium value [o]
One has
e<
the following equation(30,15).
l
Hc(Te-Tt) =q(C0]t.[0]

ature. i.e. on the thermal excitation rate by collision of the 1st kind. Even it» flames with the
lowest temperature (i.e. rith the relatively highest
contribution of suprathenuil chemiluminescence)
suprathermal chemiluminescence of the 3P state of Na
and the 2P state of Li could be ruled out. This
appears not to hold, however, with excited states in
the order of keV above the ground-st^te, as will be
shown for the blue K-doublet at kOUOt (See below).
The absorption and the emission of the Na and Li
resonance lines were measured as a function of risetime. The curves of the ground-state concentrations
metsured coincide exactly with the curves computed
from emission curves and line-reversal temperature^
So both populations are in thermal equilibrium and
suprathermal excitation is negligible with both
doublets.
(ii) We assume that the initlel increase in flame
temperature is only due to the recanblnation of
CO • 0. This asstmptlon has been checked quantitatively in H, - and C-IC - flames, where the radical
concentrations involved can be determined independently of the temperature rise(i5). xhe results
confirm our assumption very satisfactorily.

)

(1)

3

Here N is the total number flame molecules per cm ,
c Is the average specific heat at constant pressure of burnt gases in cal mol"1 K"!, q is the
heat released by recombination of one grair atom 0
with one gram molecule CO in cal mol"1 and concentrations are expressed in cm'^.
Two subjects have to be discussed before deriving the O-concentrations from the measured temper'
ature.
(j) The measured local Na- line-reversal temperature may locally deviate from the true translational temperature because of suprathermal chemilumlnescence. The excitation of metal atoms in flames
occurs mainly by conversion of vlbrational energy
into electronic excitation energy in collision with
molecules such aa N , CO and CO . Excitation partly occurs by chemliuminescence fsee below). When
chemical equilibrl-jm is fully established in the
flame, chemllunlnescent reactions do not disturb
the thermal population of an excited state ("thermal' chemilunlnescencs). However, when the radicals are present in excess concentrations, overpopulation of an excited state is fea.-ible ("svprathermal chemliuminescence). The relative degree
of jverpopulation depends also on the flame temper'

—^ - k3M [M][C0][0]t - k_" CM][CO23

(2)

M

-, CMKCOI [o ] »
3
eq eq
if T v Te, t»- .t [CO] is practically

Taking into accourT ^nat
M
k " CM][C02]

constant, so that [CO], ; [CO]
through the whole
t
cq
flame and that the same holds for [CO.,j we find .from
Eq. (2)

^[o]t
dt

*3M WCco]eq {[o]t - [o]J

(3)

Considering that k, [M] is practically Independent
of T and after putting [o] ■ [O]. at t < 0, we get
t0]

t -

C03

eq " {[0]i -

l0

U ««P j-^tCO^CU)

By substituting this expression in Eq. (l), T -T.
Is found as a function of t, according to

5TCÖI^7<VV " exp{.K3M[M][C0]cq.t^

(5)

The values of T - Tt, i.e. the temperatures
corrected for radiation losses may be found from
the experimental T - versus-t curve by extrnpoiation(9,6,lS»). ^iis procedure is presented in
figure 2 for a CO-flame,
From the straight line obtained in Figj, 2b It
appears that the assumption concerning k_ [M][C0]
is Justified The intercept with the oroinatc axf8
of the curves yields the initial 0-concentr">tion,
[o],., in absolute measure, according to

toL-Co]
i
eq

NC

_j (T -T,)» where T. i; temperature at
-q
« ^
t « 0. From tne known values of [o] and of (T -T.)
one calculates now readily [o] for any value of t.
From the slope of the curves and the known values of
[C0]__ ^hf.follflwing values of k, [M] were
cm sec'
deri^idf^): k^M] - (2.7 * 0.3? X 10
J.2 ± 0.37 x 10'l5cm3sec-l for
f the CO-flames,
and (2.
respectively.
It should be remarked that the actual concentrations of O-radicals and of the other flame constituc-nts can be calculated, when the actual values of
[H] and [Oh] are known, using 'he four equilibrium

If self-absorption is negXigible the total emission. J. caressed in quanta cn^sec-1 is given
by(13,15)

relations and the mass balances^).

J -

PLM]

I

E[H]LOH]

* k5Lx]|

(6)

LHJ

itere

•

[M]

I k2

♦ k, Kc

AT

K5

rco2]

+ k

(7)

and p (the yield factor of resonen
fluorescence)»
A, k_6 + Z. Here A is the transitii-n probability
and" Z is the number of effective quenching collisions per sec, which equals:
6

.l ^ + k.2 tH20:i *
♦ k_5 [Xj
(cf. reactions I-IV, and DC).
The intensity of the thermal emission J is given
by Eq. (6) in which [H] and LOH] are substituted by
the corresponding equillbrivra concentrations
(Eq. (6a)) Jth follows also from the Boitzmann
equiiibriun distribution and the Einst"in Transition probaoility according to

k

SfflMC

TiM-tim«

FIG. 2a Measured temperature T is plotted as a
function of rise-time for a CO-?lame. T^ is tempcratu« corrected for radiation lossoa By means of
linear extrapolation. T is final tea^erature at
full chemical equilibrixrt, corrected for radiation
losses. (Courtesy of Dr. P. Zeegers).

J

th " (e •A[M] "* ^excS**)}'*

(8)

E

0
K
100

S

-i

N

1

1

where Q, g and exc are partition function, statistical weight-factor of upper level, and excitation
energy respectively. [MJ is svpposed to equal the
total concentration of species M.
One finds for the suprathermal chemlluminescent
emission

r

Flame CO nol-J

J

ch

10

t Flam« CO noX N, I

3

4tm«c

• rise-time

FIG. 2b Difference between final equilibrium temperature, Tnl and measiured local temperature, T..,
corrected for radiation losses as a function of*
rise-time for two CO-flames.

J - J th.pCM]EJ[H][OH]-[H]eqtOH3eq}

(9)

The quantities occurring in Eq. (9) can be found
from experiments and calculation, except for the
factor pE. ii.e relation between J
and
[H]LOH] - [H] UH] } can be checked experimentally and the aßiolutl'Value of pE can t'ien be found
One plots the experimental values J
in relative
measure logarithmically versus the r»e-ti«e. The
thermal emission is known in absolute value from
Eq.( 8 ) and is also plotted in the same graph. The
J
-curve is now shifted along the intensity axis
ifHS such a position that the ratio (J,,— - Jfh)-,/
(J
- Jtb)2 «t two extreme heights h'pSnd hZ,
corresponding to rise-times t and tp, respectively,
fitted in with the ratio predicted b? Eq. (9) from
the known radical concentrations at these two
heights. Then J
is known in absolute measure as a
function or rise-tiiM,In i'igure 3 some results for the (0-0) band of
OH are given.

b.

Suprathermal Cheailxalneacence of OH and blue
K-doublet.
In the flames discussed the excitation deactivation and radiation of an atom or molecule may be
described by the chemlluminescent reactions I-IV
and the following two reactions:
X ♦ Hwi* X ♦ M
and hv -•-

M£*

(IX)
(X)

«hen M stands for the electronic ground-state particle to be excited and M* for K in the S 2P state
or for OH in the excited state zT.{v' • 0) emitting
radiation In transitions to the ground state
2n(v ■ 0,1,2, etc.) through process (X), and X is
a flasw molecule.

—»nw-tlm«

FIG. 3- Ths OH-w Uon at 306I»Ä is plotted in absolute measure '
is rise-time for Hg - and CpHp flame*. The das
curve* present the corresponaing
thermal 0H-erai8»i.x\ as calculated from temperature

I

I

md (knc-sm) OH-content. The two distinct points
{•) indicate the heights h and h^, in which both
curves »re adspted, (Courtesy orDr. P. Zeegers).
, In
in figure
fig
it .r /[OH] is plotted versus
{[H][OH] - [H] tCH] I for both fia.'es.
• q
eq J
quonto sec-'
to-»

I IO-«

10 ^

■ S
{[H? [OH]-["].<, [OM].q}

FIG k. Suprat.bencal chemiluminescent emission of
OH at 306UÄ per OH-radical, as a function of the
product of excess radical concentrations. (Courtesy
of Dr. P. Zeegers).
The experimental points appear to fit very nicely a straight line through the closed circles (See
above), which confirms the chemiluminescent nechanism proposed. From the Intercept of the curves
one finds pX-values for each flame. Since the relevant p-values are known from Hooymayers'^1?)
measurements (See Sec. IV), E-values could be found
for three Ho/02/N and one IC/Op/Ar flame.
Frca thlS-EL value Zeegers ( 1^) derived a mean
value for kg eqvAl to (7 i l) x 10-3:1 cmOsec"1 at
tenperatures in the range 1911-2Cl60K. Kaskan has
reported a value of 3 x 10-J2 cmOsec"1 at l^^vSU
This value can be recalculated (by using more
recent values for A and p) to (10 ± 3) x 10r33
cm^sec-1.
The results in C-l^-flames cai..i0t so easily be
Interpreted and do not lead to definite values of
specified rate constants^''.
In the same way the chemiiurttinescence of the
kOkk/k7h doublet of K was measured in Hp-fiames.
A complication arises here with respect to the increase of flame background as a result of the reaction K * OH - KOH + hv^15'. Results *re shown in
figure 5.

ute) thermal emisnion curves.
Dr. P. Zeegers).

(Covutesy of

Also in these measurements the proposed reaction
nechanisti is clearly confirmed. From these measurems'nts an average
value of k * 99M1 t0 (3-5 * 0, 3) X
_1
•O'30 cm°scc
can be derived. ^5'. In the C..H f.araes similar difficulties as with OH (See afeave)
show up.
From the results given we 'aay also conclude, that
reaction (II) is the predominant reaction in the
chemiluminescent excitation of OH and K in H^-flanes.
In the C,,H -flame reaction (II) is also the most
important, but here reaction (ill) contributes to
the chemilumlnescence too. The reactions (1) end
(IV) can be neglected in this respect.I1?)
Recently Carabetta and Kaskan^2' have measured
the chemiluninescence of Na in Hg, CO/H and CO flames. Their measurements refer to tne reaction
zone of low-pressure flames at T~i500c>K. They
found that the reaction 0+0+Na(k— Ix 10-29
cm^aiol^sec-1) was predominate, followed by
H+H+Na(k~ k x lO^lcjAnoi-isec-1).
c_,

Cj ntributlon of Suprathermal Chemiluminscence to
the Flame Background
The study of flame background may yield Information on radical recombination. Only the continuous
background will be considered here. When radicals
reccablne the stabilization of the association complex may also take place by radiation. This radiation Is a true continuum, but it occurs at wavelengths longer than a certain cut-off wavelength
that is connected with the available chemical reaction energy. (i?)
Several recombination reactions that may give
rise to continuum radiation have been reported.
Zeegers did some crucial experiments^»^) which
led to the conclusion that continuum emission is
coopletaly absent in ri. -flumes. This is consistent
with Dean and Stubble fieId^33), but not with
Padley'3'»), Fran these measurenaents one may conclude that the background emission in CO- and C^li,fltaes Is only due to the reaction CO + 0 + (M) -•
C02 ♦ (M) * hv. (We do not wan to go into details
with the Implication involved in this reaction. It
is discussed elsewhere'^,35),
The background emission in CO- and C^H..-flames
wa'b photometrically mrasured, especially Its dependence of. temperature, on CO and O-concentratlon and
on wavelength was investigated. Absolute intensity
calibration was made by comparing the flame background with the emission of a calibrated tungsten
strip lamp.
The explicit dependence o* the background emission on CO- and O-concentrations ros found by using
a procedure similar to that used in Section Ilib.
In figure 6 some results are shown
l • 1440 I

<

— {HM • H.M.|
FIG. 5. The suprathemal chemiluminescent emission of the blue K.doublet is shown in two H,flames. Closed circles present points used In the
adaptation of (relative) experimental and (absol-

FIG. 6. The exeat« background radiation (in absolut« measure) is plotted as a function of the excess

CO-and O-concer.tretions for two C-Hp-flames
^Courtesy of Dr. F. Zeegers)The same result has been foui.-l 'it several other
wn. '«»ngths in the range from 23CJ to 6000o){. This
confirms the reaction mechanism proposed. The radiation originates from excited CO * states that are
populated from ground state CO. molecules by thermal collisions with flame molecules, as well as by
recombination of CO and 0. Close to the reaction
zone the latter process may dominate, because CO
and 0 are present in excess over their equilibrium
concentrations. As larger heights the background
emission approaches fairly well its equilibriun
value which depends on T according to
expC-hv/kT] (w.lS).
IV.

Badlative Non-EqulliU-ium in flames

Infratherm I population of excited levels occurs
because of a deficiency of radiative excitation.
This deficiency exists wher the radiation density
in the flame is lower than that of a black-body at
flame temperature,
Deactivatlon of an excited state occurs by
quenching collisions and by emission of radiation,
excitation occurs virtually by collisions of the
first kind only, at least with low metal concentrations where the radiation density of the metal line
is low when canpared to Pianck radiation. The
question which form of energy the electronic excitation energy Is converted into or supplied f-^.n, is
discussed in detail elsewhere^»°»201. The conversion of vlbrational energy seems to be favored,
since here are no restrictions resulting from ccnjarvation of linear and angular momentum (cf.Sec V)L
The degree of underpopulation of an excited
level car be easily expressed by introducing the
yield-factor p C16.1'), We have p = A/k
+ A,
where k - describes the probability per sÄ. that
the excited atom loses its energy in a quenching
coiiibion with a flame particle. (See above).
At jow radiation density {•■ low metal concentration) we find the relation between the actual
(=K ) and the theoretica] (-S ) nunber of atoms in
an excited level as v1?)
t^/U0 . 1-p

[10)

Becaus-; of the effect of radiative non-equilibrium
on the occupation of the excited state the linereversal temperature, T, will differ by an amount
AT. from the true temperature, T . At low metal
densities it holds that
AT

kT^
t
h«

^

ln(i.p)7|i . ^ mU.p)^- -1 ind-pf1

0

%

%

(a)

since for all relevant p-values in our flames

5
hu-

In(l-p)*1« 1.

It can further be shown that in the case of combined lorentz and Doppler broadening, that occurs
with the alkali lines in the flame, the deviation
AT la line-reversal temperature approaches zero as
N. 2 at very high density (N0 » concentration of
ground state atoms)(17). This asymptotic behavior
enables us to find the true flame temperature by
extrapolation from the reversal temperature measured nt high concentrations.
When measuring reversal temperatures when the
atomic density varies from small to large vaxues,
we are able to derive or to check the yield-factor
p (See Eq. U).

- ■--^-■.^^^c&afeH^g c.*>j!»i»fwiiwni rnWi _■ ■■:--

When thi! metal a. ms undergo quenching collisions
iu a mixture of flame molecules of different species
the quenching frequency
(= Al-f) is given by^

M

(vUiN

at

V

k

(12)

•3'.1) of the
Here n, is the number of particles (in cm""
j^h flame gas component with molecular mass M ,
^Q ). is here temperature dependent).
The value of p can be measured in actual flames
by means of resonance fluorescence, i.e. the flame
containing e.g. Na-vapor is irradiated by a N&discharge lamp. One may determine p by measuring
the ratio of the total flux of the fluorescent
radiation to the primary radiation flux that is
absorbed in the flame. (For experimental procedure:
cf. lit. (17,18).
When determining p in flames with different
qualitative and quantitative gas composition, it is
possible to derive the specific quenching crosssections of metal lines for the different flame gas
molecules and atoms. Also the temperature depgncience of these cross-sections can be found'1'>^0'
Hooymayers at our laboratory determined in this
way the cross-sections of the Na D-doublet, the red
and blue resonance doublets of K and the OH-band
(at 306J»A) for the different flame sis components*">'-L'', From his results it appeared that
atoms are not effective in quenching (Qau— I-W* ).
The most effective quenchers arc the dl* and trletomic oolecvles. Some specific 0
values for the
Na D-doublet. at T » SOOO^X arewjl11
VNa - V "^ * ^;2 VNa ■ co
^2)' '"■ ■

-o2)

tw(Na - CO) a^O ± ^R ;

and Q

(Na

Q^jNe - Ar) »(2.3 ± O.^S2

HgO) »(l.O ± O.O^R2.

The low value for

HpO should be noted. Some specific 1cross-sections
(5t T - 1800'K) for the OH-band areV ?).
for 0„ :(10 ± a)^, for HgO :(37 ± 6)Ä2 and
for N2 :( 7 ± l)X^. Here JUO is much more effective
in que.-ching than with the alkali atoms (See for
further details lit. (17)).
From Hooytpayers' work it appears that the ft
values for the diatomic molecules Hp, N2 and o'
o3ushow
a pronounced dependence on the resonance defect
AE (a difference between the alkali excitation
energy and the nearest vibratlonal level). Large
Q -values ai~> associated with small energy defectsC-1-'). Furthe «ore the tengjerature dependence
of ft
is given by ft oc T"1,
The evperimental results with Na agree reasonably well with data retained in vapor bulbs, shock
tubes and excitation by spajW1'»10»36»"'. The
values reported by Jenklns'39> in a flame at 1800 K
we systematically lower by a factor 2. No explanation for this discrepancy can as yet *» given. It
should be remarked here, however, tha» Hooymayers1
p-values derived independently from line-reversal
temperature.-, arc nicely consistei.t with the data
obtained from fluorescence measurements. Finally,
we may note that the crossrsection values reported
by Carabetta and Kaskan'") seem to agree with
Hooymayers' results wi'.h n 20^.
From the measured cross-sections one readily concludes that indeed the activation and deactivatlon
of excited levels occur predominantly in inelastic
collisions with molecules in which vibratlonal
onergy is converted into or supplied from the

electronic excitation energy.
When the specific cross-sections and their temperature depeidence are known, one is able to calculate the p-.'actor for a flame of which the temperature and t^ ■ corapoiitlc-n of burnt gases are
determined. 2h»;rpfrom one may readily derive the
value of Al., Conversely from the neasured value
of öT. one may compute t'.ie p-value (See below).
In the next figure the measured Ha-line-reversal
tenperature is plotted as a function of the Wacontent in the flame.
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FIG. 8. Double logari-rbmic clot of AT versus Nasolutlon concentration
(Courtesy of Or. H. Hooynayers;.

FIG. 7. Excitation teaperature T , measured by Na
line-reversal, la plotted versus fia solution ccn»
centrati^n In a tÜO„/AT flame. Tbu symbol AT,
represents the deviation of X from the true
(trans lational) tenperature if in the Halting case
of low metal concentrations, as found from »he high
density •"alues of T .
(Courtesy of Or. H. Hooymayers).
The exti-apolated translatlonal tenperatvre T.
can be found by ma>.ing use of the relation
AT ■ CNrt"? at three different high metai concentrations C,, C and C,, accordlng to
Te(C2) -

VV

~e(Cl>

li
M
'2' "1*

n^p

(13)

From Fig. 7 we find US * 8k i ;°K. "Tie p-value
of this flame is known: p - 0.32. From chls value
we maj' calculat.; (cf. Eq.ll): AT, » 80 ± 3 K, In
very good agreement with the above experimental
result.
Conversely the p-factor can be found from the
rise In excitation temperature with increasing
metal,concentration, provide . that p is not too
small W).
When plotting AT double logarittmically as a
function of the metal solutio.i concentration we may
check the behavior of AT at high concentration
(See Fig. 8).
Fron the figure we conclude that with high solution concentration AT varies as (NQ)'? as predicted by theory for a Lowntzlan line shape.
V.

Departures From Sah* lonization CqailiDriun of
Metal Vapor In the Flame

The measurements discussed here have been performed with alkali netals in CO/OJH. and C0/0jAr
flames. In these flames the following assuaptlons
were experliBMtally confirmed:(5»6)

(I) No electrons or Ions are present In the neti 1free flame.
(II) Afle Na line-reversal temperature describes
adequately the partition of energy over all degrees of freedom relevant In the Ionisation and
recombination processes.
(ill) The temperature at each height Is constant
over the cross-section jf the central flame part
(iv) The total alkali content Is constant as a function of height In the central part of the flame.
(■ ) Ho alkali molecules are formed in the flame.
Let us consider a monovaLent metal M at temperature T. The over-all reactions leading to Ionisation and reconblnatlon of M, respectively, nay be
reprc'entfcd by:
M^»M**e
(XI)
Kere m and a represent the rate constants of the
j-onization and rrcoabinatlon reaction«, respectively.
EquilibriuB Is established. If nM ■ ttC-e, I.e., if
the Saha Equation Is valid, with m/s - I(T).
The colored central part in these flames may be
approximated as a homogeneous one-dimensional flow
system under steady-state conditions. When ambipolar diffusion Is neglected (which neglect Is experimentally Justified(5,6))> ^.j following equation
connects the concentrations of metal atoms, Ions and
electrons

q •

2

«(M*)

♦ v g-

(no

where q « recctlon rate of ion formation (in cm -,
sec"1); s+« rate constant of recombination.(in cm
sec*1); M « concentration of ions (in cm" ) and
x > vertical distance from the reaction zoie{ln cm).
From this Eq. we may derive an equation for the
atomic content, M, by converting the flame height
scale (x), into a time scaie_(t) according to _
x > vt and by substituting M « M ♦ **, '--here M •
M ■» N^ and q ■ BM

äf - mM - s(R - M)2

(15)

This Eq. will be used to describe the behavior of M
versus t, while allowance is mude for the variation
of m and s with T and with t.
If all degrees of freeden in the flame, that are
relevant In the lonization «.id recombination process, are equilibrated at the local temperature T,
then m and s are related by

- -

8tj) (T) I(T)
:i6)
(T)
"tli
where l(T) Is the iwiization cor.star.c, and m.. arkd
s.. represent the r&te constants uncl>?r the equilibrlun conditions mentioned.
If these equilibration conditions were locally
fulfilled throughout the flame and if m and s were
infinitely large, then the fraction of ionized
roctal would f-wespond to Saha-equillbrivss at any
.ocua o' tne flwae «t the prevailing temperature.
Tvj* Eqs. (15) and (16) we find

'at

M

th

i»

TTfT

When detersiinlng photometrically the variation
in atomic aetal content with height I * rise-tine)
for a certain total metal content M in the flame,
we are able to compare this behavior with the variation predicted by the &aha Law (at varying temperature). Both curves are plotted in tns next figure
for three alkali metals.

5
0
7
8cm
—» htlghl obov« cone*

FIG. 9- The measured atomic tetel content as a
functicn of height above the blue cones in a C0flame (T
— 2500 K), The dotted curves represent
the corresponding Saha curvss.
In the construction of these "theoretic Sahacurves" we used the fact that they should virtually
intersect the corresponding experiü ental curves at
the point where the latter attain their minimuni
vali.e, i.e., where dM » J (and thus dM = 0). This

S

dt

holds because lor v&r.i shins v?.lue of the left-hand
side o." Eq. (17) "•his eqv'.tion becomes identical to
the Saha-equation. Furthermore, in this construction, one needs either the absolute value of M or
the ratic M/M (in any point of the experimental
curv») for the_Betal solution sprayed. The absolute value of M is found from_self-absorption
measureaents(3-8), that of M/M is based on ionization sippression measurements in the sinimun
point of th« experimental .«.-ve(5,6).
Trvn Fig. S one .lees
jt there is a ti-ie lag in
the «.-stablisnment of Sahu Lquillbrium, as, roughly
speaking! the experimental curves are displaced
vith rcs><ect to the theoretical Saha curves over a
time-interval of the order of J .usec. One may
conclude that the rat: constants are indeed not
infinitely large compared to the time sccle considered and/or that the fleure gases are not fully
equiliorated as Var as the reactions leading to
Ionization or recombination are concerned.

Let us suppose that ^.ell above the point of max
inum ter.perature the flame gases are in tneraal
equilibrium. Then the behavior of the atonic content M is given by Eq. (17). This equation may be
easily transformed into:

th

fi - d-Mi! I
MI(T)
CfT)

(IS)

J

From the experl-nental M-curve, '^ira the known absolute value of M and the measured teraperatur»' profile
one calculates m , from this equation»5>°), Tfie
insults obtained downstream the temperature maximum
foi several CO/Og/Ny flames, covering a temperature
range frco 2200 to 250OoK, are plotted in the next
figure for Na, K and Cs as a function of the revjrsal temperature at the point where nr, was
determined.

iZG. 10. The values of m
as a function of T'
are presented. The solid fsemilogarithmic) straight
lines represent the funcvions C exp (-E./kT) with
E. = ionization energy of Na K and Cs Respectively.

The m
values plotted are not corrected for the
cont ibutlon of thermal chemi-ionization, but this
contribution is at most k-8% in these flames and
may thus be disregarded. Corrections were made for
the variations of collision frequency and number of
flame gas raoiecu1«.: with-temperature (See below).
The m,h-plot appears to be a straight line, the
slop» of which fairly -ell corresponds to the ionization energy, E., of the metal considered divided
by the Boltzmann constant, K.
For the interpretation of the dependence of m..
on T it is useful to express the mechanism of
ionization in terms of collision processes. In
close agreement with mechanisms found for metal
excitation and quenching processes (See above) we
assume that ionization mainly results from & transfer of internal (vibrational and/or rotational)
energy of the colliding flame molecules to the atom
to be lo^l»
We then may formally write
u

./T

th «^r

"'«ion^-V

)

(19)

where u • reduced mass, Q,
...... cross_.,„_
ionization
section and N is total number of flame gas molecules
Since a flame contains molecules of various kinds
u »nd Q.
refer to some sort of average value. In

our flames N,,, CO and CO are the most important
constituents^ Assuming in first apprjximat.'on that
the Q. 'J' - values vary with the j?us-kinetic diameter 6T the molecules and knowing the quantitative
composition of the burnt gases, we may calculate the
variation of the average value 0,ion/ v/ü in the
different flames. Tiiis variation appeared to be at
most 1, 2 and k% for Na, K and Cs, respectively, so
we may neglect this variation in the flames considered.
,
N varies as T* for flames at atmospheric pressure, so it follows that m../T( 10/2500 as plotted
in fig. 10, should vary with temperature according
to "xp^E./KT). Since the actual teraperatu.'v dependence found is fairly well described by th;.8
function, we may afterwards conclude that Q. /it Is
virtually Independent of temperature in the range
investigated, and that the (internal) energy distribution of the relevant molecules is in thermal
equilibrium.
Becent measurements of Jensen and Padleyt39), on
the lonlzation of alXali metals in H2/02/N„ flames
suppoi very nicely the behavior of m.. as a function of T* found in our measurements. They concluded from their results that all bulk flame gas
molecules are approximately equally efficient In
causing alkali metals to Ionize in full agreement
with -lur obfirvatic^s. Furtheruore, they point out
that the first preliminary observation on the activation energy for iorjization of sodium ir H,flamesC*^), which suggested an activaticn enev^y of
about ^E., is most probably in error. So this contradictory observation seems to be settled.. ,
Recent measurements by Kalff and Thooeer^1' on
the lonlzation of strontlua In (dry and moist) 00flamea with temperatures In the range fron 2400 to
2600 " proved that the activation energy involved
equals the lonlzation energy within ± 5%.
From fig. 10 one jay conclude that the relaxation
effect for a given .tatal Increases with decreasing
lonlzation rate, I.e. at decreaslr; temperature.
The larger the lonlzation energy of the »»eti'l the
more pronounced the relaxation effect Is.
The dependence of the over-all --ross section foilonlzation Q. , on the qualitative flame gas composition was rurther investigated by replacing If«
by Ar in the flame. Argon having no Internal degrees of freedom is expected to have low lonlzation
efficiency (as it has in excitation and deactivation
of -setal levels. (See above).
MM result showed that the «Lj-value? for K and
Cs in a temperature range frora 2230 to 2330 X,
varied with temperature according to ejcpl-S./Kt).
In particular we found that the m .-values Ceoreased
by about 61^1 upon replacing !»„ by Ar (at the sane
temperature, T ■ 2300 K), whereas the decreue of
the partial pressure of all flame molecules together
was about 57%. (After correction for the variation
in averaged reduced mass, this difference became
still somewhat smaller)V°) These outcomes support
strongly our concept that the transfer of Internal
energy during collision« between gas molecules and
alkali atcriw is the m^st likely mechanism fo metal
lonlzation in the flame..
We propose the following reaction mechwiicm

X*4ä^>r ••• e •»• X

mi

(XV)(cf .lit.C^S)

Reactions (XilT) and (XV) can hardly play a part
in our CO-flames because of low OH- and H-O-contenta
Besides Jensen and Padley have proved"9'■that reactions (XIII) and (XIV) can both oe r^ectea in the
Hp-flames, sir.^e the lonlzation takes place through
a procsss which ia first order with respect to free
atomic metal ant', which is pseudo first-order overall in a giver, flame. Reaction (XV) can be ruled
out because of the experimental outcome that the
activation energy found corresponds very well to the
lonlzation energy of the metal involved (cf.lit.(39).
For sinpllficatxon ws assume the flame connists
of N0-molecules at constant temperature, T, tlt-oughout the subvolume considered. The energies available (vlbrational, rotational, translatlonal and
excitation energy) are supposed to be distributed
according to the Boltzmann formula. The discrete
vibrational energy levels of the molecules are approximately equidistant (hv — KT). In our picture
small amounts of rotational and kinetic energy may
be transferred Imultaneoualy during the collision
and thus ^\jpplernt it the vibrational energy transferred. Then the viVational energy E transferred may
be consldf ;d as IT it was distributed continuously.
The atom tt be ionized possesses a virtually infinit«
number of elect- .-onic excitation levels with energy
E . In principle the occupation of these levels
obey<> the Maxwell Boltzmann Law. For simplification
we suppose that Q.
is constant for any value of J
and is independent of the excited state of the molecule and of ehe kind of e'iergy transferred. This
Q.
refers to some sor; of average value. Under
the assumption th.it lonlzation Of. the atom occur« if
E. + E > E. we find for ■». I'.O,'»;
j
v — i
ii
tn
in
NQ
(20)
"^th
ion
where Z is the (electronic) partition function of
the aMm and g. is the statistical weight factor of
»iir J
excitation level of the atom.
M
In this equation the infinite sumaation T. g.
j-0 J
occurs. In order to circumvent this difficulty we
split tluc sisnatlon in two parts: one rmmatlon
over the excitation levels with E. £ E. ' kT
(0 < j < n) and the other over the remiinii« energy
levels.- Assuming that the Boltzmann distribution is
still valid for the level« with J < n, we can evaluate the first smaatlon and we are able to derl/e
ft, -value« from the m -values experimentally found
(äe?ordlng to Eq. (20)7. It should be noted that if
we had chosen E «mailer or larger by ^kT, the Q. value« would be raised and lowered, respectively.^y
factors of about 2.5 and 3*0.
As regard« the «ecor.d tern of the above svmatlon
one may remark the following: When the atom i« in
an excited «tat« with energy E,(J > n), which approaches the lonlzation enei^rF. witain kT, we may
assume that each collision with I fiame molecule
lead« to Ionisation. The siaaaaCiv-o over the energy
level« with J > n lead« v> a finite valuev"/. Yec
it should be noted that for energ/ «täte« in the
environment of the lonlzation «tat«, several complicationr may be expected; the general Boltisaann
distribution of the excitation energies might no
longer be valid; the highly excited atom« have diameters that coopare with interatomic distance. If
the lonlzation process Is not equilibrated, thsr«
will be no equ' .Ibrim with respect to the oocigtatlon of the
her electronic level«, which may be
fed for a noticeable part by ion-recombination.
The implications and' consequence« of the above

(xn)

m
where X 1» .flaue uolecule. This mechanism is proposed by other authors t,oo(20.l«0.1^.2»,»3,39).
Other lonlzation mechanisms that are suggested are
:
(Xin)(cf.lit.(W)
M ♦ 0H*»M* ♦ OH'
M + e"ift*M* ♦ 2e"

H + J^O^MH^O* + e"

(XIV)(cf.lit.(W»)

10

deviations are still under investigation.
From the experimental m -values at T = 2500 K
we calculate now the folloHng (under-limiting)
values of ftion:
TT.69 S2, Q, (K) = n.?9 X2 and
"ion

n.9 R2

The order of magnitude of these values compare
fairly well to that cf gas-klneti
tjic cross-sections
being in the order of (30-80) A and t^ the quenching crass-sections (cf. Sec. IV) arounting to (lO100) "
It should be noted that the Q
-values increase
in the sequence Cs - K - Na, whereas the corresponding gas-kinetic cross-sections decrease in
this sequence. Most probably some efficiency factor has still to be taken into account, when comparing Q. -values with gas-kinetic cross-sections.
We have oftly considered N0-molecules. The 14. values found from our experiments refer to a itSnd
of averrge values as regards the kind and tne
excitation states of the molecules and the atom.
Our HL.-values for Na, K and Cs^at 2250OK
amounting to 9.0, 190 and 400 sec" , respectively,
may be cooroared with those obtained by Jensen and
Padley(39). The^jfcvind the foUowing values: 7.2,
280 and 1*000 sec , respectively, for Na, K and Cs.
We have no explanation for the discrepancy in the
case of Cs.
For comparison we g^ve the result for m.. (Sr)
in the CO-'V-N- flamesv1*!) j for temperatures ranging from 2U00 toi2600oK the ^(Sr) varied from
1.9 to 11.8 sec" . Herefrom 58 dtrive a Q. (Sr)
value of about n x 120 A . (at T • 2500oK}°ncanpaia'-le to the values found for Na, etc.
From the m .-values the corresponding values of
the recombination rate constant s
may be derived
according f^o Eq. (16). We cempari our values wloh
those found in the literature •
In the below comparison we must note that the
values in lit.(U3) refer to metal solutions sprayed
ranging from 0.01-0.1 N. The s-values found depend
or; the kind of salt used and on the metal content
in the flame. We investigated the latter dependence by measuring m . (and s-.y for Nt, X and Cs
for metal concentrations varied by a factor of
eight and found no dependence of m . (and d ) on
the metal content. TM.o outcome snsuid be expected
if the ionization proceeds as suggested in our work
At a given temperature the sth-val..es found by
us decrease in the sequence Na-K-fcs, i.e. with
decreasing ionitation potential. This holds
throughout the temperature range considered. This
resulc is in agreement with the results of King'^3'
and those of Knevstub and Sugdenl1*?). The results
of Jensen and Padley^39) &re consistent with our

TABI£ 2.
Salts
Sprayed
LiCl
Li2C0
NaCl i
CsCl

CO ♦■ 0 + M - C02 + M+ f e

O

3)

T . 1970 K ^
-

9.0)
9.2)
2.8)
1*.0)
0, 25)
0. 25)

x
x
x
x
x
x

lO'l
10 ;'
10"^
10 ^
10"^
I0'y

(XVI)

The probability of this reaction may be enhanced
by considering this reaction to be coiaposed of two
successive steps CO + 0 + X - CO« ■»• X» (wh|re X is
flame molecule) followed by: X» + M - X + M + e
Similar two-step processes have been d'..cussed elsewhere (2,6,15, If) in connection with the suprathermal
excitation of alkali atoms. It should further be
noted that Wigner's Rule is obeyed in reaction (XVI)
wh;n M is an alkali metal(6)
We may formally write for the m- and s- values
actually found: m = m.. + m_
and s = s^. + s_„Ä.
_. .
, .. .th
exc
tn
exc
It is now assumed that
m

exc

OC

{[co][o] - Cco]eq[o]eq }

(21)

and likewise:
s

exc

oc {[co2]

- [co2]eq }

(22)

Since [C0o] - [CO,,]
(cf. Sec. Ill), we may neglect
• (5.6)2 From
?eq'(15) we now derive:
Eq.

- 1 fSh

m

exc

M \llT).

(M - M)'

dM).

dt J

(23)

"th

From this equation the values of m
can be calculated, s^nce all quantities involved are known
(cf. figs. (9) and (10)).
The actual 0-content in the flame can now be
derived from the temperature rrofile in the fl/jne
and [CO] - [CO]
(cf. Sec. Ula). [o]
and [CO]
can be calculated in each point of the flame when '
the supply of fuel and oxidant gasses and local temperature are known (cf. Sec. II).
When plotting the m
-values experimentally
found for K and Cs as lx?unction of UcO][0] [CO] [0] j we find in good approximation a
straight line through the origin^. This is a nice
experimental confirmation for the chemi-ionization

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL sth-VAUJES (I

/ir-CjHg Flame

6.5
7.8
(1.9
(3.1
(0.18
(0.17

results. It should be noted that the s..-value of
SrC^i) ar'oeared to be larger than that or Na. Since
Sr has a^-o a larger ionization energy, this outcane seems to fit in the picture above.
Finally we consider the ionization 8.nd recombination processes in the flame region downstream the
temperature naximur'.. In thiz region the m-values
found appear to exceed the m,..-values a.s derived
from fig. 10 for comparable temperatures. For an
explanation we suggest chemi-ionization reactions
caused by three-body collisions involving CO and
excess 0 (cf. the chemiluminescent reaction (III)).
(Reactions involving excess H and OH do not play a
part because of the low partial pressures cf H and
OH in the CO-flames). This non-th rmal chemi-ionization proceeds then according to

CMJ SEC^
1 WITH LITERATURE DAZ'V

Flame
Air-C-fU Flame
21*00 K (1*7) T = 253ü0K (1)

V02

T = 2WK

(U8)

CO/02/N -Flame
(5.6)
„1 ~_o
21*00 K

5 x 10
8.7

1* x 10 -9
> 3.0 x 10

3.3 x

-9

• for metal concentrations In th« range 0.01 - 0,1 N

11

x 10"

3.2 x 10
0.68 x 10 -9

■

mechanism proposed.
From the slope of both curves the following rste
constants could be derived:
K
u
-7 - irt-32
6
-1
. , Cs
, ,
,.-31 6
k-.^ = 7 x 10
cm sec
and k,/- = I.'* x 10 J cm

the dissociation reaction(°»'',i55)i We want to discuss the reactions that may explain this outcome:
The direct dissociation and recombination
reaction

sec'
Using .the above rate constant values we are able to
derive the contribution of thermal chemi-ior:ization
to the m .-value. These calculations showed that
this contribution was negligibly small as compared
to the thermal lonlzation due to collisions with
flame gas molecules (See above).

MO + X*PM + 0 + X

VI.

Mechanisms o/ Alkaline-Earth Oxide
Dissociation in CO-Flames

In hydrogen containing flames the formation and
dissociation of alka'ine-earth oxides proceeds most
probably by the follcwing reactions, where M is a
metal atoinV'*9}

M

HgO =? MO + Hg

and/or
M + OH i^MO t H

(XVII)
(XVIII)

Taking into account the change in enthalpy of
reactions (XVII) and (XVIII) for Ca, Sr and Ba, it
is reasonable to assume that in flames at atmospheric pressure these binary reactions are sufficiently rapid to be balanced at any point above the
reaction zone. (In ordinary flames, the concentration of particle», occurring in reaction (XVIII) may
be of an order of magnitude less than those occurring in reaction (XVII)).
Deviations of the radical concentrations from
their equilibrium values *ill not affect the degree
of d-ssociation of the alkaline-earth oxides, Bo
long as the concentrations of the stable major
species Kp and H^O are not affected by these deviations. This holds also if reaction (XVIII) were
the prevailing one, because of the rapid, equilibrated exchange reaction H + >i,C*?0H + H?
(See Sec. (III)).
Since the greater part of the alka'ine-earth
metal is present in the flame as oxiü ("»'»5^),
the atomic metal content is not expe ted to be
directly affected by radical deviatiti.ü. This
holds ;,ot a priori for the metal hydroxides.
In dry CO-flames the above reactions are not
expected to be effective. In these flames the concentrations of H-cpmpounds is suppressed to ä
negligible amount^"«'^
We have determined photometrically in these
flames (with temperatures ranging from 2200 to
£550 K) dissociatj.ui. energies of Ca-, Sr- and Baoxides in two independent ways based on the assumption that the state of dissociation corresponds to
equilibrium at the measured temperature' >•'. Consistent results were obta jiec when
(i) the height of otservatJon above the reaction
zone was varied from 0.8 to 4.5 cm
(ii) the flame temperature (and flame gas composition) was varied
(ii^/the moisture of the flame was varied by
supplying additional water vapor.
The resuifi compare satisfactorily with other
recent data from flame photometric work in the
literature^.51-51»). This implies that in our dry
CO-flames an equilibrium dissociation of the metal
oxides is established at a sufficiently rapid rate.
The observation that ionization does not upset the
oxide to metal ratio in the flame may be considered
as a further argument for a rap'1 equilibration of

(XIX)

would require a third body X. It seems highly improbable, using gas-kinetic cross-section data, that
sufficient dissociating collisions will have
occurred for the establishment of an equilibrium
state, when the flame gases have traveled away from
ths reaction zone over a distance of about 1 cm
corresponding to a rise-time of 1 - 2 msec Step-up
prooesses involving Intermediate (vibrationally)
excited states of the oxide molecule, might enhance
consilerably the over-all probability of a dissociating collision (cf. similpr mechanism for explanation of large ioni-ation cross-sections in
Sec. V)
But, even if reaction (XIX) should be sufficiently rapid, it must be ruled out, as the main
iissociatuon reaction, since it would make the degree of dissociation explicitly dependent on the
atomic oxygen content. This content is known (See
Sees. Ill and V) to exceed its equilibrium value
markedly, esjecially so directly above the co:ies.
This excess 0-content depends en temperature, fuelto-oxidant rat.'.o, etc. In our CO-flames this excess
factor^of 0-content may be as high as two to
eight^0»''. Thi/s would have introduced a systematic
error of 3 to 9 koal/wol in our determination of
dissociation energits. Since our results under
varying conditions were mutually consistent within
an accidental error of 2.5 kca.'/moU^»?) we have to
reject reaction (XIX}.
We believe that tho consistency of our experimental dissociation energy values can be explained,
in analogy with reaction (XVII), by the rapid
equilibrated reaction
MO + C0**M + CO

(XX)

CO- and CO^, contents virtually equal their equilibriun values, regardless of the deviation in atomic
O-contentv1?) (see also Sees. Ill and V). The
change in enthalpy amounts to 21«, -16 and -1 kcal/
mol for Ca, Sr and ba, respectively. This reaction
parallels the well-known vatcr-gas equilibrium
reaction
CO
J^O + CO^li,
(XXI)
which links up reaction (XXI) with (XVII) in hydrocarbon flames. (Therefore it is hardly possible to
discriminate between these reactions in these flamed
However, the opin-coniervation rule seems not tj
be satisfied in reaction (XXI), CO and COp having
singlet electronic ground states. A similar difficulty exists in the combustion reaction
CO + 0 - CO» (See Sec. Ill), which is still believed
to be possible, however. Possibly the formation of
alkaline-earth otoms in an excited triplet state
through reaction (XXI) should be considered. In
this case the change in enthalpy amounts to +20,
+26 and +25 for Ca, Sr and Ba, respectively. We
may remark that Wigner's rule is obeyed also in
reaction (XVIII) only if metastable metal states
are considered. Another possibility is the formation of CO, molecules in an excited 'n state.'55)
VII.

Excitation Energies of Some Visible
A ika line-Earth Bands

When alkaline-earth salts are Introduced into a
flame or arc strong emission bands are observed in

* '-

the vliltole spectral region. They have usually been
attributed to the oxides, but their coaplex structure has not yet been resolved in detail. The
correct assignment and analysis of the alXalineearth band spectra is of interest for various reasons. The systems of CaO, SrC and BaO that have
been analyzed seen to involve a L state of the
lower level(56-58). This singlet state possibly
not 'orrelates imon dissociation with ground state
atoms M( S) + 0( P) because of Wlgner's rule.
(cf. also Sec. VI). Another possibility is that
the singlet ground state of the MO-mole. ules dissociates into a pair of at jais, on«- or both of which
are in an excited triplet state. Birge-Sponer extrapolation method based en the vibntional analysis of the bands gives quite too low values of the
CaO and SrO dissociation energies(59-6l), nils
result nay suggest that the actual ground state
which differs from the lower excited level involved
in the band emission might be an unknown triplet
level.
.
Measurements of Huldt and LagerqvistV"0^2) have
shown that the £ terms in CaO and SrO are not to
pe identified with the ground state.
There are indications in the literature that
other stable molecular compounds such as MOH, MpO;
MO , Mp and M(OH) might be present in the flame.
It is Suggested that MOH molecules are responsible
for the visible alkalinr-earth bands.(63,61»,66,6?)
Strong evidence for the occurrence of MOK in H„contalning flamei has been obtained from photometric flame raeasuretnents(68-71 h A recent publication of Sugden and üchofieldCfc) suggested that
(M0H)2 might be much more important than (MOH) in
j/Ng-fiaaies.
spectrographic observations of the alkalineearth spectra in dry and moist C0/0?/N2Tflames,
C2H /O /N„- and CJWOyN -flames ^ ^MO.pOJ led
to Che c^ncluslon^tnat the visible band spectra
should be attributed mainly to MO molecules. In
order to produce additional evi .er.ee for this outcome we measured tt' excitation energy for some
visible bands of CaO, SrO and BaO in CO-, 1C- and
CgJL-f lames.
The absolute Vialue of the excitation energy of a
molecular band. * , caa.l« determined as follows:
The difference 0
he Ei- -values of two bands
(measured at the band hSXds) of the same alkalineearth molecule can be found from the equation.
(This difference Is Independent of O-content and
dissociation energy).
,,*
/„s

recting for the possible change in 1 and [MO] with
varying tengperature") we find £„_ for the band considered from the oxope of the curve. Ln order to
correct for the vsriations in 1 and [MO] v^jon variations in temperature, we measured the corresponaing
variations in the Jl»-B- doublet emission. Herefrom
we derived itTter correcting for the varying temperature, the relative change in the product IM (N refers
to the total element concentration in cm
present
in the flame part Investigated). It should be
remarked that not only H • [MO] + [M] may vary, but
also the ratio [MO]/[M]. The variations In [MO]
due to a shift in dissociation equilibrium with
varying temperature can be derived from the calculated oxygen content in the flame at the different
temperatures, and from the (known) dissociation
energy.
In the measurements outlined above some assumptions have to be made and experimentally confirmed
(l) The population of the excited states involved
in the band emission must obey the Maxwell-BoItzmann
formula at the relevant temperatures, i.e. thermal
equllibrlun should exist (cf. Sec. I),
(ii) The actual oxygen concentration is supposed to
be equai to the equilibrium concentration,
(ill) The molecular species responsible for the
band emission observed is ascribed to oxide ino\ecules only. (We will show later in this section as
to what extent this assumption holds in our fiames.)
The flame temperature wes varied in two different
ways: by adding additional amounts of nitrogen the
ter-Terature in the flame can be lowered by 200-300 K;
the temperature can also be varied by observing different heights in the flame. In the latter case we
could obtain temperature variations in the order of
200 K, especially in lean flames.
In order to meet assuqitlons (1) and (11) the
height in the flame was varied in the region upstream the temperature maximom. In this region
thermal emission prevails and the oxygen content
souals there the equilibrium value (cf. Sec. III).
Some results in the CO/0-/»„-flame are given in
Fig. 11.
^ ^

vSst"

irf

where T. and,T_ are two (different) flame temperatures and UjL „ , etc. represent the band intensities (apart from a constant) for the two bands,
respectively, at temperatures T, and T,.
The absolute value of zSQ can je determined
following the JK^od applied by Huldt and
Ugerqvlstl02»60'. The band emisaion (corrected
for 1>nlcation) Is measured as a function of flerne
temperature, with a given raettl solution sprayed.
The corresponding meter defection, u^., sa.lsfies
the following relation
u^OtOwJ-l exp (-E^kT)

— ^

(25)

FIG. 11. Semi-logarith.-Hc plot of the intensity of
sone bands of Ca, Sr and P» against the reciprocal
temperature.

where 1 la the thickness of the color«* time part,
[MO] the concentration of molecules MO, and E^..
the excitation energy.
.1
By plotting Iri^o^) versus (kT)
(after cor-

From the straight lines in Fig. 11 we iu»v conclude that the population of tha excited states
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^, *,cnj»i«p>^«ö-i-«*«K!»»'-A^'-ri---;- ■

involved is the real indeed. The Jl.--VBlues Jerived
f
raa this graph are given below (See Table 3). l\.
should be noted that the EMO-values found were used
for the derivation of dissociation energies, D^.of
the alkaline-earth oxldss from line/band ratioiT:
Since these D-^-walues appeared to agree very well
with the D.^,-Values derived in an independent
method(c,7)", the E -values are reliable ones.
Furthermore their differences are in good agreement
with the energy differences found independently
according to Eq. {2k) (See Table U). Since in our
CO-flames only MO-molecules axe present, we may be
certain that our E^-values refer to excitation
energies of alkaline-earth oxide bands.
The same measurements were repeated in ft,- and
CpfU-flames, "1th temperatures ranging from 2250 to
2500oK (73). Ko correction was made for tie formation of MOH and/or M(OH)2-molecules. The semilogarithmic plots are again straight lines, i.e.
the populations involved are faiirly thermal. The
results are i './en in the next table, in comparison
with some literature data.
Fran the data given in Tables (3) and ('}) we
may conclude:
(i) The same emitters, i.e. oxide molecules are
most likely responsible for the visible alkalineearth band emission in CO-, H-- and C^Hp-flames,
since the E^-values in the three flaffies agree very
well.
Jii) No evidence was found for the formation of
MOH and M(OH)2-molecules in the three kinds of
flames investigated (See above)
XABIiE 3.

Wavelength of

eta Band Head
Ca
Sr

Ea

k.k7 ± 0.28
—
3.97 * 0.2i»
3M * 0.22
—
3.35 * 0.20
—
—
—
—
...

S^S
6020
6220
6060
6i*50
6660
6820
hS-'l
5087
5230
5350
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Recently Capacho-Delgado and Sprague have
observed absorption of the green Ba resonance line
in the 5475Ä band system of CalW. This observation indicates that possibly this green Ca band
system involves a transition to the moleiulajr
ground state, and is consequently inconsistent with
the results given in Table 3.

EXCITATION bNERCIES OF ALKALIHE-EARTH BANDS (IN eV)

^^
CgHg-Flame*

(X)

(iii) The results found indicate that the lower
level in.jived in the visible band emission does
not coincide with the molecular ground state (cf.
also lit. (60) and (62)) *(T^e latter was found to
be a Jr state rather than a J>state(°'').
The experimental results obtained from photometric measurements confirm nicely our previous
spectrographic result«(6), (see also above).

B

H

M0in
-Finne*»

«MO1*
CO-Flame

U.96 ± 0.30
—
'♦.72 ± 0.28
3.60 i 0.23
--.
3.47 * 0.22
—

3.lit ± 0.0U
...
2.99 * 0.03
2.89 * 0.03
...
2.80 i 0.03

...
...
—

—
2.96 * 0.05
...
3.'*3 * 0.15

i in
W)
CgHg-Flame +
3.21
3.30
3.02
3.01»
2.92
2.93
3.04

* 0.10
i 0.10
± 0.10
i 0.10
± 0.10
i 0.10
± 0.10
...
—
—
—

* cf. lit. (62)
•* cf. lit. (60)
+ cf. lit. (6,7)
++ cf. lit. (73/
IABIE k.
Metal
Ca

DIFFERENCES IN EXCITATION ENERGY (IN eV) FOR THE ALKALINE-EARTH BAND
MEASURED INDEPEKDENTLY (ACCORDING TO EQ. (2k))
Band Heads in P
E

E

E

E

5V75 '
5U75 "

Sr q

E

6060 '

6020

6220

0.22 ± 0.03

,J

6U50
0.13 ± 0.03

CgHg-Flame

H^-Flune

-0.12 * 0.05

-O.ll» i 0.05

O.lU ± 0.07

0.13 * 0.05

0.15 ± 0.05

0.02 * 0.01«

0.12 i 0.0>.

0.13 4 0.03

E

E

E

E

O.OJ i 0.05

0.18 i 0.0k

E

5350 "

E

.0.l»9 i 0.10

-0.35 t 0.10

E

5350 '

E

E

E

6060 "
6060 "

Ba

CO-Flame

5350 "

6660
6820
U873
5087

0.147 ± 0.0k

5230

u»

0.52 ± 0.05

o.i»6 i 0.06

-0.06 ± O.03

-0.10 i 0.03

E

min

H^Fiwe
3,1'*
3.18
2.9fl
2.Sr
2.95
2.76
2.90
3.26
2.98
3.17
3.38

+
<•
*
±
*
*
*
t
4
4
*

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
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